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WELCOME TO THE WINTER EDITION OF SECURITY SENTINEL,  
OUR PARTNER NEWSLETTER, TO KEEP YOU UPDATED ON THE 
LATEST SOLUTIONS WE PROVIDE THE CHANNEL. 

As I reflect back on 2020, like many of you, I have mixed feelings. 

On one hand, it was a very difficult year for our channel partners and their customers.  
Priorities shifted quickly early in the year while businesses tried to figure out how to manage 
employees with quarantine restrictions and reduced profits. We saw buying behaviors shift  
from traditional firewalls and SIEM solutions to VPN clients and Endpoint security offerings.  
The cybersecurity market overall did fairly well, although several partners were caught off guard  
as their expertise was tested in new areas of security they had not focused on previously. 

On the other hand, for those companies who were looking to the future, 2020 became a great opportunity to reassess 
priorities and intentionally plan for the future. I saw many partners start to invest in new areas of security, build security 
managed services and re-evaluate their vendor portfolio to align with market growth. I love to see our partners look  
to the future and I’m so thankful that my team gets to be a part of those discussions. 

Our Tech Data Security Solutions team was also able to take a breath during 2020 and look to the future. First, we built 
several new tools for our partners to use such as the Tech Data SPI Tool which allows you to see all the security vendors 
Tech Data offers along with their products aligned to areas of security. In addition, we digitized our Security Practice 
Builder program with over 45 hours of content for our partners to watch on-demand to learn about Tech Data Security 
programs and receive advice on how to build and sell solutions. So far, over 350 partners have signed up and gone 
through the program. Hopefully you’re one of them!

Second, my team continued to invest in the Cyber Range – even though the physical facility has been closed for much  
of the year. In the first half of the year, we invested in a new relationship with RangeForce, who offers some of the best 
on-demand cybersecurity technical training I have come across. We can demonstrate that training out of our Cyber 
Range and distribute it through our partners. We also continued to install new vendor technology for demo purposes 
in our Cyber Range including demos from IBM, McAfee, Trend Micro, Fortinet, Aruba and many others. Lastly, we have 
been very busy with virtual Cyber Range events of many different types. In October alone, we hosted over 19 events 
for partners and their customers with our Cyber Range team. We encourage you to try a virtual cybersecurity event for 
yourself if you haven’t already!

Third, we have added several new vendors to our security portfolio in growing areas of security. Most recently, we signed 
a relationship with Proofpoint (Email Security) and will focus on their SMB business. Additionally, we signed Saviynt 
(Identity Governance), RangeForce (Security Training), Akamai (Web/Cloud Security), Cyberinc (Browser Isolation) and 
several others. Plus, we’re in final discussions with several large security vendors and look forward to sharing that news 
with you soon.

As we begin a new year, I hope you will plan to join us in looking to the future. There is great opportunity in the growing 
managed security services market in 2021 and Tech Data plans to release new programs this year to simplify your 
investment in that area. If my team can be of assistance in any way as you invest in new security areas, grow your 
managed services team, evaluate emerging security vendors or expand into a new customer area, we are ready to assist 
you. Reach out to securityservices@techdata.com and we will respond quickly. I hope you have an amazing 2021!

Alex Ryals 
Vice President, Security Solutions, Americas, Tech Data
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THE TOP 6 WAYS TO SUPPORT CUSTOMERS WITH SECURITY BREACHES
By: Chris DesRosiers, Director, Security Solution Business Development, Tech Data

2020 was a tumultuous year – social 
distancing and remote work has changed 
the way we look at securing a company  
and their employees. 2020 was also the 
year of cybersecurity breaches – in many 

markets we saw as much as a 400% increase in breach 
activity. These breaches are reminders that nobody is 
immune to being hacked, regardless of company size  
or industry. Additionally, it presents a pivotal opportunity 
for you to ensure your customers are properly protected 
from threats.

Actions that Tech Data Partners can take to support  
their customers:

1. Channel partners can begin the security journey with their 
customers by offering Risk Assessments. Tech Data provides 
several risk assessment services that can help your customer 
uncover potential threat vectors. 

2. Recommend that your customers adopt a Zero Trust 
strategy: Zero Trust is a strategic initiative that helps prevent 
successful data breaches by eliminating the concept of trust 
from an organization’s network architecture. 

3. You should also encourage your customers to adopt a 
Defense in Depth/layered security strategy: Defense in 
Depth (DiD) is an approach to cybersecurity in which a series 
of defensive mechanisms are layered in order to protect 
valuable data and information. 

4. Implementing Tech Data Security vendors solutions can 
also help establish a layered security strategy with end-
point vendors like Symantec, Trend Micro and Carbon Black, 
and Data Security vendors like Checkpoint, Kaspersky and 
Fortinet. There are many other areas of security to consider, 
explore and recommend to your customers.

5. Encourage your customers to leverage threat intelligence 
like Tech Data ISAO Threat Feed. ISAO Threat Feed is a very 
different type of threat intelligence feed. Your customer 
can leverage this tool to utilize the security devices and 
mechanisms they have in place to alert them when signs  
of infections or breaches occur on their networks. Best of 
all, Tech Data ISAO Threat Feed leverages automation to 
deliver threat intelligence within seconds instead of weeks –  
all directly into their security devices.

6. Offer your customer Incident Response services.  
Tech Data Incident Response (IR) services helps ensure 
that your customers have the right capabilities in place to 
effectively respond to cyber threats. IR Services include plan 
development, readiness review assessments and emergency 
services for enterprise, mid-market and small business.

Need Help? Call the Experts!  
Tech Data partners that need support and guidance 

on these efforts can reach out to  
securityservices@techdata.com with questions.
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HAVE YOU HAD A CHANCE TO GET THE BS ON CS? 
Get the Brett Scott (BS) on Cybersecurity (CS)!
Brett Scott, Director, Security Solutions Development, Tech Data

Recently we launched a new video series titled, Get the 
BS on CS, as a way to address some of the myths or 
misunderstandings surrounding cybersecurity. We also 
created this series to help audiences stay up to date on 
what’s happening in this dynamic field!

For our first series of videos, we enlisted the help of  
Jim Craig, Dean of Business and Information Technology  
and Will McCullen, IT Center of Excellence Advanced 

Program Manager of Pima Community College, along 
with our very own Sheri Piper, Tech Data’s Cyber Range 
Master. We introduced and dispelled nine myths around 
cybersecurity careers and the response we received has 
been incredible. 

Tune in to the video series here. We hope you’ll walk 
away informed, excited about the opportunities available  
in world of cybersecurity and eager to learn more.  
Because of your response, we’re working hard on gathering 
new topics and producing new videos that we know you’ll 
find invaluable.

It is my hope that as you continue your exploration of 
cybersecurity, the truths we share will keep you curious  
about this incredible field.

Follow this link to learn more about  
Pima Community College’s Cybersecurity Program  

or to visit our Cyber Range website.
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Get That “New Car” Feeling 
With NetBackup Flex 2
Like with a new car, maintenance costs for 
technology can increase after warranties expire. 
To help users future-proof their technology, 
Veritas recommends NetBackup Flex 2:

1.   
From edge, to core, to cloud, NetBackup 
Flex 2 running with NetBackup 8.3 provides 
enterprise-class ransomware resiliency.

2. Reduce Data Center Costs:  
By consolidating appliances and products 
with NetBackup Flex 2, businesses save 
more and reduce data center footprints.

3. Prevent Downtime:  
With Veritas’ reliable components and 
expert advice, you can identify problems 
before they impact business and keep 
systems at peak performance.

To test drive your own NetBackup Flex 2 solution, contact your Tech Data 
Veritas team at veritas@techdata.com or 800-237-8931, ext. 5540408.
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SPI TOOL AND DSPB: YOUR SECURITY JOURNEY  
JUST GOT A WHOLE LOT EASIER

By: Jade Witte, Strategic Enterprise Consultant, Tech Data 

Last spring, we launched our Tech Data Solutions Product Inventory (SPI) Tool and our Digital Security 
Practice Builder (DSPB), to help channel partners rapidly build or enhance their own sustainable and 
profitable security practice. We knew there was a great need for these applications, but the response  

we received from partners has been tremendous. We took that positive momentum and began thinking of new ways  
to raise the bar and use these tools to bring even more value to our partners. Keep reading to discover what new 
features have been added to each of these innovative digital offerings. 

 

Our Tech Data SPI Tool is an online tool that enables our 
partners to search for solutions in various categories and 
subcategories of security solutions providing an excellent 
reference guide. It is also a great way for sales reps to learn 
the areas of security and the solutions that fall into those 
categories. Initially launched as a prototype over two years 
ago, in the first quarter of 2020 we upgraded the site to 
include the following:

• Expanded its capabilities internationally. Depending on 
what country you are located, the tool will help you find 
the solutions Tech Data is authorized to distribute in  
that region.

• Expanded its database to include our DLT Public Sector 
vendors authorized to distribute in this market segment 
adding more selling options for our partners. 

In late November 2020 we made additional improvements:

• Improved the searching capability of the tool allowing  
for geo location to assist with the search.

• Enabled the ability to send search results to others. 

• Fixed a few bugs when users had not selected a specific 
country in their search.

Digital Security Practice Builder is another tool our 
partners have seen tremendous success with. Over 300 
companies are currently leveraging this resource since 
launching last year. This program, which is also free to our 
partners, has over 100 short videos teaching and guiding a 
partner in building a security practice. It focuses on the areas 
of: Strategy, Enablement and Training, Marketing, Services,  
as well as Sales Execution. 

Last fall we added several new features to the program:

• Great content geared towards MSPs and MSSPs. 

• Boilerplate contract documents, pricing structures,  
and social media marketing content that partners have 
found extremely valuable. 

 
  
If you have an established security practice and operate as  
an MSP or MSSP, these added materials can help you fine 
tune your business or help you think of ways to grow your 
business you may not have considered. 

Running a business is never easy; however, it is important to 
step back every so often and evaluate how you are tracking  
as a business and the direction you want to go from a 
strategic perspective. Once you have established that, you  
can then take the steps necessary to work toward that end 
goal. The exercises in our Practice Builder program and SPI 
tool can help you step through that process no matter if you 
have an established security practice or simply want to fine 
tune it and make sure you are on track.
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Contact the Tech Data Cyberinc team at
cyberincUS@techdata.com / 1-800-237-8931 x5540509More Info 

We can’t stop users 
from clicking, but we 
can stop bad things 
from happening when 
users click links. 
End-users represent the weakest links in any organization 
and internet access is the largest attack surface. See how to 
shrink the endpoint/end-user compromise. 

Cyberinc Isla Browser Isolation will:

• Eliminate browser exploits
• Prevent ransomware
• Stop phishing attacks
• Protect against credential the�

RESELLER CONNECT – LET US HELP YOU MAKE  
POWERFUL CHANNEL CONNECTIONS
It takes time to create excellence and to develop 
lasting committed partnerships. Our Reseller Connect 
team recognizes this and knows how to nurture those 
connections to yield the greatest return to both our 
partners and their customers.

Reseller Connect is a dedicated team of marketing experts, 
offering a variety of integrated marketing campaigns to recruit 
new end users and identify demand. Through creating data-
driven, integrated marketing campaigns they can help your 
customers achieve the big wins. 

The Reseller Connect team uses their knowledge and 
expertise to create holistic, data-led marketing campaigns to 
highlight the value you bring to the market, thereby positioning 
you for success. They accomplish this through: 

• Business intelligence to identify white space opportunities.

• Marketing consultation to assess customer readiness and 
develop strategic partnerships.

• Demand generation and lead nurturing programs to 
convert leads.

• Integrated marketing campaigns to recruit customers and 
drive end customer demand.

Their programs are designed to grow revenue by focusing on 
developing end customer opportunities. Reseller Connect 
also offers the following resources to strategically position 
you for those big wins: 

1. E-COMMERCE MADE EASY. TDEngage is an easy, fast 
way to keep your website up to date with dynamic product 
information. Create a low-cost, sophisticated e-commerce 
website where your customers can search through the 
product catalog, request a quote or make a purchase. 

2. SELF-SERVICE MARKETING PORTAL. Get a one-stop 
shop for all your marketing content and tools in the Reseller 
Connect Marketing Portal. You can launch prebuilt campaigns, 
integrate them with social media, empower marketing and 
sales teams, and track pipeline.

3. LOYALTY POINTS. Get recognized for your commitment to 
Tech Data by being rewarded for buying eligible products on 
shop.techdata.com. You can accumulate points and redeem 
them on selected retailer’s websites.

Ready to learn more? Connect with any  
one of our marketing experts at  

www.resellerconnect.net for assistance.
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT: 
ALISHA ROBINSON, MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST

Q: Tell us your job title and describe what you do at Tech Data. 

Robinson: As a Marketing 
Communications Specialist for  
the Security Solutions team,  
I’m responsible for creating many 
of the various forms of content that 
convey the Security team’s products, 
initiatives and services, including  

the promotion of the Tech Data Cyber Range and the  
Get the BS on CS video series. I oversee the coordination 
and execution of a majority of our Security channel event 
and supply our Sales team with event marketing leads 
for progression opportunities. Last but not least, I run 
our department’s monthly internal newsletter and have 
recently taken on the tremendous opportunity to fully 
create and execute marketing campaigns. 

Q: How does what you do provide value for our company, 
customers and vendors? 

Robinson: Marketing is responsible for generating 
increased brand awareness of our numerous services, 
solutions and products. Through various forms of 
communication, such as blogs, datasheets, landing 
pages, one-pagers and more, I let partners know how 
Tech Data Security solutions can help them establish  
a healthy security practice to keep them and their  
end-customers’ networks safe from cyberattacks.
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Q: What do you enjoy most about working at Tech Data?

Robinson: Having been with Tech Data for nearly 10 
years, I would have to say that it is the people I have 
met and worked with who have brought the most 
enjoyment. Also, working in cybersecurity is very 
exciting. It’s such a dynamic and interesting field where 
I’m always learning something new. As I learn more, 
it gives me the knowledge I need to discover creative 
ways to engage our partners to learn more about our 
security offerings.

Q: What’s one of the non-work-related goals you have  
been pursuing?

Robinson: I have been taking voice lessons for almost a 
year to get better control of my nerves. By the time this 
issue is released, I will have sung in my first showcase.

Q: If you could have dinner with anyone from history,  
who would it be and why?

Robinson: The first two people that come to mind are 
Harriet Tubman and Oskar Schindler. Their bravery and 
courage are inspiring. They both saved countless lives 

during some of the most tragic periods in our history. 
They faced the risk of death each time they rescued 
someone. But the desire to come against the wrong 
they witnessed happening to another human being far 
outweighed their own personal safety. I have such huge 
admiration for these exceptional humans. They have left 
an indelible mark on history and I would be honored to 
dine with them and hear of their experiences first hand.

Q: What three items would you need with you if stranded  
on a deserted island?

Robinson: That’s a tricky question. If I wanted to get 
off the island, I would want a flare gun, a knife for 
protection and a way to purify water for drinking. 
If I wanted to stay on the island – I’m a beach girl 
– I would want enough wood to build a beachside 
bungalow, cell phone reception for my phone and  
a boyfriend.

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT: ALISHA ROBINSON, MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST
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VENDOR SPOTLIGHT: DISCOVER WHAT’S AHEAD  
IN TECH DATA’S SECURITY VENDOR PORTFOLIO
By: Tracy Holtz, Director, Vendor Management, Tech Data

Holtz: We are excited about our partnership with Proofpoint 
and launching with our security partners. Can you provide a 
brief overview of Proofpoint? 

Jakobsen: Proofpoint is committed to 
protecting organizations’ greatest assets 
and biggest risks: their people. With an 
integrated suite of cloud-based solutions, 
we help companies around the world 

stop targeted threats, safeguard their data, and make 
their users more resilient against cyberattacks. 

Cybercriminals are systematically attacking specific 
people within organizations, including many that might 
not be top of mind for security teams. Rather than 
cracking into systems using technical exploits, it is far 
easier for cybercriminals to manipulate one employee 
to click on an email, download a PDF from a cloud 
application, or wire funds to a fraudulent bank account. 
Proofpoint’s research supports this, finding that more 
than 99% of cyberattacks rely on human interaction  
to work—making individual users a critical last line  
of defense.

To address these evolving challenges, Proofpoint offers 
companies a comprehensive set of people-centric 
cybersecurity, training, and compliance capabilities 
to better safeguard their employees whenever and 
wherever they interact with content. We are uniquely 
positioned to deliver this people-centric capability by 
combining our excellence in email security and threat 
intelligence with our broadening reach across a wide 
array of critical cloud applications.

Holtz: What excites you most about the partnership with  
Tech Data? 

Jakobsen: The Proofpoint Essentials team is excited 
to launch with Tech Data to bring our industry-leading 
SMB Email Security and Security Awareness offering 
to Tech Data’s reseller and MSP network. Proofpoint 
Essentials is the right solution for Tech Data Solution 
Providers/MSPs because it is a multi-tenant platform 
that empowers MSPs to self-manage customer 
onboarding, licenses, upgrades/downgrades and 
offboarding both through our web interface and over 
our APIs. This ensures MSPs only pay for the licenses 
that their customers consume each month. In addition, 
solution providers/MSPs receive up to 50 NFR licenses 
per month for their own use so we encourage your 
readers to try Proofpoint Essentials!  

Holtz: As cyber criminals continue to get smarter and more 
targeted with email in today’s threat landscape, how does 
Proofpoint help protect against phishing, ransomware, and 
targeting human interactions? 

Jakobsen: Email attacks constantly evolve with 
attackers employing multiple techniques, including 
malware distributed via attachments or unsafe URLs 
and malware-free attacks like credential phishing and 
email fraud. Proofpoint email security stands apart by 
providing multi-layered protection across the email 
attack chain. We also invest 20% of revenue back into 
R&D – one of the highest in the industry – to ensure 
our products stay ahead of emerging threat tactics. 

Our Tech Data team is excited to introduce you to our new vendor, Proofpoint, who offers some of the 
latest email security and phishing solutions. Both of these security solutions are business critical for 
companies of all sizes as cyber criminals continue to take advantage of any market opportunity  
to breach networks.

I sat down recently with Paul Jakobsen, Senior Director of Enterprise Sales at Proofpoint to discuss 
their partnership with Tech Data, current market conditions and the benefits they provide to our 
security partners. 

continued on pg. 12
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With Proofpoint, organizations can control all aspects 
of inbound and outbound email to detect and block 
threats and prevent confidential information from 
getting into the wrong hands. It protects against 
advanced threats like polymorphic malware and 
weaponized documents/URLs. Our solution also uses 
sandboxing with static and dynamic analysis techniques 
to detect malicious attachments and URLs. Proofpoint 
provides email isolation to isolate URL clicks and 
prevent malicious content from impacting corporate 
devices. Through the dashboard, organizations have 
visibility into threats targeting them and who their  
most attacked people are.

Holtz: What are the benefits of Proofpoint Essentials Email 
Security and Security Awareness? 

Jakobsen: Proofpoint Essentials delivers advanced email 
security and security awareness to SMBs: it is the only 
platform on the market offering MSPs an integrated 
platform for these solutions. 

Our Email Security Advanced package protects 
customers from advanced threats including phishing 
emails, malicious attachment attacks, and credential 
phishing URLs. It features our proprietary technologies 
including Attachment Defense Sandboxing, Machine 
Learning-based CLX engine and URL Defense.  
The Proofpoint Email Security platform also offers 
integrated email archiving in our flagship professional 
package and our security awareness offering can 
be added to any email security package or sold as a 
stand-alone solution. This education solution provides 
industry-leading phishing simulation and security 
awareness training content to SMBs as well.

Holtz: Where would you recommend Solution Providers/MSPs 
begin to look for opportunities within their clients? Are there 
certain verticals or markets where you are seeing the  
most demand? 

Jakobsen: With the recent expansion of work from 
home policies in nearly every industry, email security 
and phishing awareness are top concerns for SMB 
owners in nearly every vertical. Proofpoint Essentials 
seamlessly integrates with Office 365 to deliver the 
right level of protection and training required to make 
remote teams both productive and secure.

Holtz: What benefits does Proofpoint’s partner program offer 
Solution Partners/MSPs? What margin can a partner expect to 
make or additional services can they offer with Proofpoint? 

Jakobsen: Proofpoint Essentials is 100% channel driven 
and our renewal rates are >90% worldwide. It provides 
Solution Partners and MSPs the opportunity to build a 
great recurring revenue business with sticky solutions 
including email security, information protection, 
security awareness and training and archiving to 
consolidate customer spend on one platform. MSPs 
can also build a profitable practice around Proofpoint 
Essentials and bill for services related to administration 
of the email security, archiving, security awareness and 
social media security offerings in the platform.

For further details on Proofpoint or any of our security vendors, please contact  
our security business development team at securityservices@techdata.com.
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Data Protection Isn’t Just 
a “Big Business” Problem 

*Verizon, 2020.

Did you know…

    At least 1 out of every 4 data breaches involve small business victims?*

    60% of cyberattacks come from a breached device?
    Microsoft analyzes over 6.5 trillion signals to identify new 
    threats around the world?

That’s why it’s time to safeguard businesses encrypt emails, restrict 
suspicious attachments and layer security with #Microsoft365. 

Discover the complete Microsoft security solution with the
Microsoft 365 Activate Path 
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT:  
BRIAN DEAN, FIELD SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT

Q: What is your job title? Describe what you do at Tech Data.

Dean: According to a recent report 
from Grandview Research,  
the cybersecurity market size is 
projected to grow at a 10% CAGR 
through 2027, hitting $326.4 billion. 
As a field solutions architect 
representing Fortinet, I enable  

and educate partners to capture this hot market.  
I accomplish this through onboarding new partners, 
enabling a data-driven sales cycle and offering 
individualized deal support. My goal is to demystify 
cybersecurity and to help partners quickly add cyber 
solutions to their product portfolio.graphically, I help 
cover areas east of the Mississippi.

Q: How does what you do provide value for our company, 
customers and vendors? 

Dean: Staying on top of the most recent cybersecurity 
threats can be challenging. Fortinet offers a cyber 
threat assessment that uncovers the security gaps in 
your customer’s network. Partners that leverage this 
assessment see a decrease in the sales cycle length, 
an increase to the average sale size and around a 90% 
successful close rate through Tech Data. I administer 
this program at Tech Data, and I’ve seen how well it 
positions the partner to lead a cybersecurity discussion 
with their customer. 
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Q: What do you enjoy most about working at Tech Data?

Dean: I enjoy that no day is exactly the same. Some 
days I’m sorting through technical documentation 
and others, I’m presenting to a sales team for value-
added selling. I work in a dynamic environment where 
I’m always being challenged, and every day I learn 
something new.

Q: What’s one of the non-work-related goals you have  
been pursuing?

Dean: My goal is to complete my M.S. in Cybersecurity 
from the University of South Florida in the Spring 
of 2021 and earn the Certified Information Systems 
Security Professional (CISSP). 

Q: If you could have dinner with anyone from history,  
who would it be and why?

Dean: I think it would be more interesting to have 
dinner with someone 100 years in the future.  
The World Economic Forum believes we’re in the  
Fourth Industrial Revolution, meaning that technology  
is taking exponential leaps forward and blending 
physical, digital and biological spheres. I would be 
interested to know what technologies have been  
viewed as advancing society and which technologies  
are viewed as detrimental.

Q: What three items would you need with you if stranded  
on a deserted island?

Dean: I did a team-building exercise once that 
presented this scenario. The number one thing you 
should have is a mirror, according to the survivalists. 
Your goal is to get off the island via rescue, so having a 
mirror would allow you to signal boats or planes nearby. 
I would also take a plastic tarp to make a solar still to 
purify ocean water. Finally, I would bring a hatchet after 
that so that I can make other tools.

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT: BRIAN DEAN, FIELD SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT

Fortinet keeps you 
ahead of Ransomware

The Fortinet Security Fabric brings an affordable, broad, 
integrated and automated approach to security to protect 
your organization from ransomware. Powered by intelligence 
from FortiGuard Labs, Fortinet combines market-leading 
prevention, detection, and mitigation with top-rated threat 
intelligence to combat today’s most advanced threats. 
Protection begins with knowing how it works!

Contact the Tech Data Fortinet team to learn how Fortinet 
delivers comprehensive protection against ransomware:
(727) 539 7429 Ext. 5545031 / fortinet@techdata.com 
or go to https://shop.techdata.com/vendorpartners/fortinet
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2021 PREDICTIONS - ANTICIPATE THE FUTURE
By: Brett Scott, Director, Security Solutions Development, Tech Data

2020 was a very disruptive year. We saw a massive workforce shift to work-from-home/remote work.  
This shift moved most employees outside the protective firewalled security of their corporate networks. 
Those organizations that were actively pursuing digital transformation simply accelerated their plans. 
Those who had not, either started or simply put their heads in the sand. 

2021 brings consequences for those who have not adjusted 
their cybersecurity policies and plans to match their new 
operations. Not only the regulatory pressures that emerged 
at the beginning of 2020, but now the likelihood of 
governmental pressures in the realms of:

• Privacy

• Responsible cybersecurity protections

• Personal liability for corporate leaders

The number has not been tallied yet, but we’ll likely end up 
seeing a several thousand percent increase in cyberattack 
activity. If you hear an organization reporting that cyberattack 
activity has gone down a little, beware – they’re just not 
seeing the attacks. They are actually up dramatically, and 
new techniques tend to defeat correlation, thus leading to 
systems reporting false reductions in attacks. Look for every 
organization that reported a reduction in attacks to be in the 
news as the latest victim of a breach.

Here are a few other predictions for 2021:

1. Workforce re-shift. Remote workers will transition back 
to the office, but probably not until the summertime at least. 
Most businesses have figured out that they save a fortune 
by not having a big office building. This may translate to a 
surprisingly large number of them having no intention of 
bringing their workforces back to a single location. In turn, 
it would change the competitive landscape as companies 
trying to go back to pre-2020 operation modalities would be 
competing against organizations with dramatically lower costs 
of operation.

2. Ransomware. Expect continued increases in ransomware 
attacks. Enhanced by insider threats, better attack techniques, 
and multi-stage cyberattacks. The bad guys are reverting to 
stealing corporate data to ensure they are paid the ransom 
they demand. The ransoms will increase, and the damages 
will get worse; very few organizations have in place what 
is necessary to protect themselves from ransomware. 
These threats continue to remain a world of opportunity for 
ransomware threat actors.

3. Increasing cyberattacks. Most of the security industry 
and its lust for being “first” to report something unique will 
continue to fall for silly shiny objects given to them by the bad 
guys. For example, several entities are talking about crypto 
miners as a new technique. Crypto miners are a distraction 
put in place to keep cybersecurity teams away from the 
threat actor’s real intentions. If someone is making a scene in 
your lobby, watch carefully the other areas of your business; 
the distraction upfront is noisy upfront for a reason.

4. Nation-states continue to drive hostile activity. As an 
old school hacker, the world of hacktivists is mostly gone. 
Either you are working for or with a nation-state or your 
skills are not worth acquiring. There really is not a middle 
ground anymore. Due to the differing needs of a nation-state 
versus any other type of threat actor, making judgements on 
what the bad guys are up to is outside the skill set of most 
cybersecurity professionals. They simply do not understand 
how nation-states behave.

5. Budgets. Cybersecurity is a cost of doing business. If an 
organization does not invest in protecting their business, they 
will not be in business very long. Let us hope organizations 
will invest the money they are saving by not housing 
employees into better cybersecurity. Once they make 
the intelligent choice, let us hope they are working with 
cybersecurity professionals who actually know what they are 
talking about. The cybersecurity gene pool could use some 
chlorine. Charlatans need to be removed before they destroy 
more than they already have.

continued on pg. 17
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6. 5G. Corporations don’t see that 5G impacts are coming. 
Not only do you have a massive fight going on among nation-
states who see 5G as a great way to spy and steal secrets, 
but what happens when a single user has 100 times more 
horsepower to harm your organization. How long will it be 
before we see a resurgence of zombie botnets that collect 5G 
horsepower and wipe organizations off the Internet? How long 
will phone and cable companies last when consumers have a 
viable alternative for their Internet connectivity? New satellite 
providers also chip away at those Internet connectivity 
monopolies. I cannot wait to leverage something other than  
a cable/phone company for Internet access.

7. Security of the “Cloud”. Organizations are finally getting 
in tune with the reality that cloud service providers sell 
convenience and not security. Convenience and security don’t 
work well together. Organizations must adapt their security 
operations to embraces the differences and put in place 
realistic security controls to protect their organizations from 
cyberattacks. Identity systems, data repositories, and event 
correlation will continue to change around hybrid operations 
and the unique challenges they bring.

8. Health-related disruption. This year, we saw healthcare 
used as a form of a power grab for politicians, a way for 
governments to hinder their adversaries by destroying the 
populations and economies of their enemies, and a way 
to steal the private information of an adversary’s citizens. 
The healthcare sector will continue to be a frontline for 
cyberattack activity since it is the fastest way for countries 
to physically hurt each other. Biometrics and DNA data 
providers/aggregators will serve governments who are 
looking for ways to target their enemies’ populations with 
customized bioweapons; sadly, they are structurally impeded 
to implement the needed defenses, and the problem will get 
much worse and there will be continued loss of life.

9. Tailored attacks will be the norm, not just an interesting 
phenomenon. “COVID-19” was the most common subject 
of phishing-based attacks for most of 2020, now it is turning 
to phrases like “recovery,” as well as “open job opportunities”. 
Threat actors are very good at spotting trends as they 
emerge. They will soon get tired of older mass methods and 
concentrate all their energy on tailored attacks. 

10. Government aggregated data repositories will continue 
to be compromised. The data governments are aggregating 
to track and mitigate illness is too valuable for threat actors 
not to steal. Soon the data collected to “protect” you may 
be used to harm you. We know governments cannot defend 
against cyber threats and we know governments would never 
destroy the data before it is too late. Privacy mandates are for 
corporations, not the elites of government.

11. Innovation. New technologies and business models will 
emerge from stealth mode. This will bring plenty of disruption 
to businesses trying to recover. I am excited to see what new 
things emerge.

12. Governments will still not be prepared. Cybersecurity 
moves too fast. Governments, military, and politicians will 
never keep up. If you want to experience how these dynamics 
work, try delaying your answers to other people’s questions 
for 2 minutes. You will find that everything you say seems 
wildly irrelevant. You have now channeled your government’s 
ability to operate. Now add in greedy and recklessly focused 
special interest groups and you will have successfully 
channeled your government. They are simply too distracted to 
implement or make consistent changes that would make  
a real difference.

13. Threat intelligence will move from “nice to have” to 
“need to have.” The quality of threat intelligence is essential. 
However, cybersecurity organizations will not be able to 
effectively keep up without collaborative threat intelligence. 
Most ISACs and ISAOs are adapting their systems/practices to 
work towards a collaborative threat intelligence model. Let’s 
hope they get there soon. In the meantime, Stratozen offers 
a curated threat intelligence feed, and Tech Data offers ISAO 
Threat Feed with a fully customized threat intelligence feed 
defined and managed by each member of the collaboration. 
Collaborative threat intelligence allows your cybersecurity 
team to focus on the cyberattack signal rather than waste 
their time on attack noise.

14. Automation, not AI. The orchestration will drive 
cybersecurity progress. The volume of cyberattacks makes 
humans versus computers a losing game. Only orchestration 
can empower to enable cybersecurity teams to keep up. 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is still 15 to 20 years from meaningful 
capability in fending off cyberattacks.

As I read back through these predictions, they seem a bit dark 
and overwhelming. But with all of the challenges we will face 
in 2021, there is also a massive opportunity. Organizations 
who choose to take cybersecurity seriously, those willing to 
take concrete action, those who will approach the world with 
a clear focus will leap ahead of their competition. Profound 
results await. Luck favors the prepared. Tech Data can help 
ensure you are prepared.

Contact us today for more information. 
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For MSPs, there’s a new 
way to spell “win”! 
X-D-R
Go beyond EDR with comprehensive detection and response for 
both endpoints and email (the #1 threat vector)

Trend Micro™ Worry-Free™ XDR is a WIN-WIN!
• Hunts for and finds breaches faster to keep your clients and your reputation safe
• One platform integrated to endpoint and email responds faster with less resources

• Grow with security services by offering additional revenue-generating opportunities

Show your clients what they’ve been missing. 

That’s the beauty of Trend Micro Worry-Free XDR

More at www.trendmicro.com/msp

Unknown threats detected and automatically 
stopped over time by Trend Micro. Created 
with real data by artist Brendan Dawes.
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WHEN HACKERS STRIKE, BE THERE WITH AN INCIDENT RESPONSE TEAM!
You recently received a call from your customer, and he 
informs you that they’ve experienced a cyberattack and 
need immediate help. Do you have an incident response 
team ready to help your customer? If you don’t, do you 
have a few incident response companies you can contact 
at any time to help?

Tech Data now offers Incident Response Emergency Services! 
You don’t have to worry if you don’t have a security team at 
the ready, or if you don’t have an existing relationship with 
other incident response companies - Tech Data has you and 
your customers covered.

Tech Data has identified and vetted several new Incident 
Response Service Providers that specialize in delivering this 
service. Built to be a reactive service, incident response is 
intended to help your customer if they find themselves to 
be ill-prepared and need help to quickly remediate from a 
cyberattack or data breach.

What makes this service different from common retainer-
based incident response services is that this specific service 
does not have to be purchased in advance, so your customer 
won’t have to pay for a service they’ll potentially never use. 
Incident Response Emergency Services is intended to be 
purchased as you need it so you can quickly engage the 
appropriate Emergency Responders to help your customer 
recover from their cyber threat.

Our Incident Response Emergency capabilities include the 
following core services:

• Threat Identification

• Containment Support

• Remediation Guidance

• Forensic Analysis

These services provide all the help your customer would need 
with their recovery efforts. We’ve put together three Incident 
Response Emergency services options to help you and 
your customer with the appropriate level of help needed to 
address their cyber incident. 

1. OUR FIRST OPTION IS GREAT FOR YOUR LARGE 
ENTERPRISE CUSTOMERS. This service is delivered by a 
well-known global Incident Response company, with Incident 
Responder resources throughout the globe. 

2. OUR SECOND OPTION IS PRICED WELL FOR YOUR 
MID-SIZE CUSTOMERS. This service is delivered by a very 
reputable security company with a specialization in Incident 
Response capabilities throughout the United States.

3. OUR THIRD OPTION IS PRICED WELL FOR YOUR 
SMALLER CUSTOMERS. This service includes the triage help 
needed to assess and strategize on the next course of action 
your customers can take to recover.

To learn more about our services, contact the Tech Data 
Security Team at securityservices@techdata.com.

• Malware Analysis

• Log and Threat Analysis

• Threat Monitoring and Hunting
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT: 
JOE VARELA, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 

Q: What is your job title? Describe what you do at Tech Data. 

Varela: I’m the business development 
manager for the Security Solutions 
group in the SMB division for 
the West and Central regions. 
My responsibility is to provide 
cybersecurity solutions to partners 
and their clients.

 

Q: How does what you do provide value for our company, 
customers and vendors? 

Varela: I provide vendor-agnostic security solutions  
to our partners and help to build their security practice. 
It’s what makes us unique and separates us from  
our competitors. 

 

Q: What do you enjoy most about working at Tech Data?

Varela: I enjoy the teamwork between our Tech Data 
Security Solutions team and our vendors when 
providing security solutions to our partners.

Q: What’s one of the non-work-related goals you have  
been pursuing?

Varela: Since the pandemic, it’s been my goal to  
work with and help the elderly by assisting with  
in-home healthcare.

 

Q: If you could have dinner with anyone from history,  
who would it be and why? 

Varela: I would love to have dinner with golf prodigy  
Bobby Jones. I would ask him about his remarkable run 
that started at the age of 20 and lasted until he walked 
away from competitive golf by the age of 28. No sports 
legend accomplished more in a shorter period than he did.

 

Q: What three items would you need with you if stranded  
on a deserted island? 

Varela: II would want my Bible, a fire starter and a knife.

Contact at PSCKaspersky@techdata.com 
or 1-800-237-8931 ext. 5545037.

• Competitive pricing

• Friendly renewal policy

• Transparent sales calculations

Selling 
cybersecurity? 
It’s easier 
with us.
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FROM THE TECH DATA FINANCIAL DESK:  
2020 IN REVIEW
By: Jennifer Schaeff, Tech Data Financial Solutions Manager

For IT financing, 2020 was a transformative year.  
We saw more companies looking to conserve capital due 
to uncertainty. We also saw the as-a-service and software 
defined concepts grow more than ever as a result. 

The shift to software defined solutions has had a dramatic 
effect on the IT financing industry. Years ago, it was difficult 
to find a funding source that could finance an IT solution 
that had more than 20% or 30% soft cost, like software and 
services, included. Fast forward to today where we now see 
most solutions with 50% or more in soft costs. Financing 
of those has become vital for business owners. Offering a 
monthly, quarterly or annual payment structure for software 
only solutions is now a standard finance program. It allows  
an end user the flexibility to stretch their dollar, getting  
a decent upfront discount on a multi-year agreement,  
but paying for it over time. 

Results From 2020 
As businesses were forced to close and shift to work from 
home, we’ve seen a surge in security needs that are different 
than in years past. It has been great for those vendors and 
resellers in the industry, but very tough financially for a lot of 
businesses. Business owners have become more forward 
thinking and concerned about how they are spending their 
capital funds. In April alone, Tech Data saw an increase of over 
150% in requests for financing options. Since then, we have 
seen increases each month between 50% and 100% of what 
we saw in 2019. 

Anything-as-a-Service 
So here we are, finally, the as-a-service concept has taken 
hold! We’ve been talking about these types of payment 
structures for years, but it’s really only been recently that 

subscription-type financing has become mainstream.  
The ability for a partner to offer a solution that contains 
hardware, software, services, and maintenance in a single 
monthly subscription price to their customer is crucial to 
sustainable IT growth. These programs allow an end user  
to conserve that upfront capital outlay, move to supportable 
monthly payments, and get what they need today without 
causing interruption or strain to their business. As-a-Service 
models enhance the partner’s ability to manage their own 
cash flow as well; no large outlay upfront to acquire hardware. 
Instead, they can offer a subscription program to their end 
user, with the benefit of treating the deal as a sale and get  
full revenue upfront. It’s definitely a win-win. 

For Example: 5 Year software ELA 
Total deal size = Approx. $4M

If a customer requested 5 annual payments, the first payment 
is due in Net 30 days. They had average credit, so their rate 
was a bit higher. However, the savings for a 5-year agreement, 
versus one year at a time, was enough to more than offset 
any interest charges. This enabled the customer to lock in 
their cost and budget for the next five years very easily.

Each annual payment = $871,820.00

In this model, the partner was paid upfront and has no 
recourse if the customer were to default. This really is the 
ideal situation for any partner looking to keep a customer 
long-term, but not have to take the risk on annual  
payments themselves.

We have several security suppliers that have come to  
Tech Data asking us to build out Hardware-as-a-Service 
programs for them. They want to be able to support the 
partner’s desire for a simple monthly payment that includes 
their security appliance as well as multiple years of support. 
Partners look to then build this monthly cost into their SOW  
to the customer. These programs are subsidized by the 
security supplier and allow the partner to pay over a longer 
period of time and generate their own monthly recurring 
revenue with their customer. Ask your security sales team 
about these programs to see if they are a fit for your business.

The world of financing may seem daunting, but at Tech Data 
we can bring you a team of experts that you can trust to guide 
you through the right finance structure for each individual 
opportunity. You are an expert in your own security business. 
Let Tech Data be your experts in financing.

Reach out to us today at financingteam@techdata.com 
to discuss our programs and how we can help your 

sales team lead the financing conversation. 
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WHEN THREATS  
ARE LIMITLESS,  
YOUR DEFENSES  
MUST BE LIMITLESS.

SonicWall.com
© 2020 SonicWall, Inc. All rights reserved.
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TECH DATA’S SECURITY ENFORCE 2020 VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE – 
DEPLOY ANYWHERE. PROTECT EVERYWHERE.
Tech Data hosted its second annual Security Enforce 
Conference, last November within an incredible virtual 
environment that immersed attendees in a unique and  
highly interactive 3D Cyber Campus.  

At our inaugural Enforce, we Wielded the Shield of 
Collaboration and introduced our amazing state-of-the-
art – first of its kind for an IT distributor – Tech Data Cyber 
Range hosting several impressive hacking demonstrations 
with our team of ethical hackers. 

With this year’s event theme being Deploy Anywhere. Protect 
Everywhere. Our agenda focused on the future of technology 
and how best to thrive and stay secure while working in a 
remote environment. We took participants into an incredible 
virtual environment where they had the opportunity to create 
their own avatar to move about campus and attend sessions. 
Additionally, we featured dozens of top security vendors in 
our Expo Hall and had over 250 resellers and representatives 
attend from across the Americas. 

While the event has come to an end, the invaluable 
resources remain to be shared. We encourage you to read 
our event recap below and view the general session replays 
at your convenience. 

The day opened with our host Alex Ryals, Vice President, 
Security Solutions. He shared his insights on the future of 
cybersecurity, introduced two new security offerings and left 
the audience in stitches with a hilarious opening video  
(think: cybersecurity meets The Office). 

Next to the stage was Matthew Ball, Chief Strategist 
with Canalys. He spoke on the latest market trends and 
forecasts for the cybersecurity industry and shared key 
recommendations for partners looking to capitalize on 
opportunities in the new normal. 

After Matthew’s presentation, Francisco Criado,  
Vice President, Security Solutions, Global, came to the main 
stage. He addressed the CIO/CISO priorities for 2020 in his 
informative session, as well as top threat vectors and what 
businesses are doing to improve their security posture. 

By midday, partners were invited to our virtual expo hall  
where they had the chance to visit the various booths, hold 
“in-person” conversations and download sponsor resources. 

We resumed our presentations with Chris DesRosiers, 
Director, Security Solutions Business Development.  
Chris hosted a panel of three Tech Data partners to discuss 
some of their customers current security challenges and  
how our offering of security solutions has helped them  
on their security practice journey. 

Janet Schijns – one of the Top 10 Women in Tech, a 2019 
Channel Influencer of the Year and CEO of JS Group – 
shared the results of her firm’s study on the evolving 
market conditions of 2020 and their impact on security 
channel business. 

The rest of the afternoon was dedicated to breakout 
sessions covering a wide range of topics, such as Securing 
Your Customers’ Remote Workforce, Decoding Cloud 
Security, Addressing Security Breaches with Incident 
Response Emergency, How to Position MSP Solutions  
for Growth and more. 

We concluded the day with two exceptional presentations. 
First, our keynote speaker, Theresa Payton, one of the 
nation’s leading experts in cybersecurity, former  
White House CIO and bestselling author of Protecting 
Your Internet Identity, kept the audience engaged as she 
shared the top five crimes targeting businesses now that 
many employees are working remote. She also provided 
chilling insight on how cybercriminals are using social 
media, blockchain, polymorphic malware, cryptocurrency, 
video conferencing, Internet of Things and manipulation 
campaigns to infiltrate businesses.

Last but certainly not least, Tracy Holtz, Director, Security 
Solutions hosted a poignant Women in Tech panel discussion 
with five remarkable business executives sharing their diverse 
perspectives on identifying and addressing some of the 
challenges women face in the tech industry. 

 continued on pg. 24
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Current vSphere customers could qualify
for a 90 day FREE trial of Carbon Black 
Workload through 4/30/21! 

Contact vmware@techdata.com to learn more!

See Carbon Black LIVE in 
the Tech Data Cyber Range 

at an upcoming event 

 
Day two opened with Brett Scott, Director, Security 
Enablement and Training, as he spoke to our Latin America 
audience on cybercrime and how it’s affecting businesses  
in this space. 

The rest of the day was dedicated to our virtual Incident 
Response experiences. Groups of thirty were taken through 
an immersive experience designed to simulate a real-world 
cyberattack on a fictitious company to learn how they would 
response during a cyber crisis. On completion, participants came 
away with a better understanding of standard company security 
protocols, how to construct a proper cybersecurity plan and how 
those plans would stand up against a real-life incident.

In closing, we would like to thank our valued partners and 
sponsoring vendors; without whom this event never would 
have been possible. We want to thank all our amazing guest 
speakers for their time and participation. Lastly, thanks to  
our Tech Data Events, Security Solutions and Marketing  
teams for their hard work and determination to make this 
year’s Security Enforce Virtual Conference a success.  
We look forward to seeing everyone face-to-face at next  
year’s Security Enforce 2021!

To view our latest offerings, visit our newly 
refreshed Security Solutions website.  

Find out more about our online courses  
through our Cyber Range website.
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MEET TECH DATA’S SECURITY SOLUTIONS ARCHITECTS
At Tech Data, our talented Security Solutions Architects serve many important roles – they come to partner conversations 
with a wealth of technical expertise, help design solutions and truly serve as a trusted advisor to our partners. 

Through their extensive knowledge, our Security Solutions Architects work with partners to recommend the right solutions 
that provide true value-add to both the partner and their end customers. Meet a few members of our dream team below!

Roger Blomqvist: Roger has been working 
in the IT industry for over 27 years. Prior to 
joining the Tech Data family in September 
2019, his main focus areas have been in 
storage and security solutions, including 

17 years at Symantec/Veritas as a presale engineer and 
product manager. Roger also served five years at IT 
resellers and IT distributors, and as a country manager 
for a 3D application software company.

Roger loves technology, always seeking to learn and 
understand how things work.

David Chivers: David graduated with 
degrees in Networking and Linux from 
Eastern Maine Community College and 
has been working in the IT industry 
for the past five years. His expertise is 

focused on networking, firewalls, intrusion prevention and 
detection, OSINT and blue team cybersecurity defense.

His hobbies include camping, mountain biking and 
spending time outdoors with his family.

Frank Corda: Frank has had a 
distinguished career of service which 
combines management experience and 
system support in the technology industry. 
With 31 years in the IT profession and 26 

years as a value-added reseller and system engineer, 
he has focused on designing and selling solutions 
for the legal, medical and manufacturing verticals. 
His proficiency with Dell, Wyse, SonicWall, Microsoft, 
VMware, Extreme Networking, business process creation 
and management have provided unparalleled support 
and solutions for his customers. 

His goal is to be a trusted advisor that guides customers 
in using technology to increase their business’s 
performance and profitability. When Frank is not working 
you will find him relaxing, making home wine and 
camping on his 18 acres of land in Southern Florida.

Brian Dean: Brian brings over 15 years 
of experience in IT sales and technical 
expertise to the Solution Architects 
team. His background has been primarily 
focused on networking and he holds 

multiple industry certifications. He now specializes in 
the Fortinet solution suite of products, with an emphasis 
on education and enablement of the partner community. 
In addition, he is currently pursuing a cybersecurity 
master’s degree from University of South Florida with an 
anticipated graduation of spring 2021.

Brian is an avid frisbee golf player and is looking forward 
to traveling again so that he can find some new courses 
to play.

Steve Henderson: Steve has been working 
in the IT industry for 18 years and has 
technical expertise in backup/recovery 
and disaster recovery, analytic tools and 
classification. He covers the whole Veritas 

portfolio and is certified in NetBackup 8.0.

Steve is an avid outdoorsman and enjoys performing 
and writing music, as well as being a drummer, guitarist 
and pianist.

Ready to meet the team? They’re ready to meet you! 
Engage with them today by emailing us  

at securityservices@techdata.com. 
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HOW TO MAKE A SECURITY REBOUND IN 2021:  
FROM VPNS TO ZERO TRUST PRINCIPLES
By: Chris DesRosiers, Director, Security Solution Business Development, Tech Data

We can all agree, 2020 was unreal in so many aspects of our lives; changing how we functioned at home, and at work in 
ways we never would have predicted or expected. We all did an incredible job of, within weeks, pivoting to a remote life. 
In my case, learning to order services and products online – even having groceries delivered was a novel change; and 
working on video all day, every day, until it became so commonplace that now I host video calls with my family on the 
weekends to stay in touch are just a couple of the ways I’ve adjusted. 

From a business perspective, our customers’ IT teams were 
asked to deploy and support entire employee workforces  
to work from home, overnight! We saw shortages in laptops 
and IT was overwhelmed with requests and demands.  
Tech Data channel partners worked hard during the second 
quarter to meet this demand, many having record sales 
results. They had to quickly shift their offerings, create new 
services and not only adapt to the new reality created  
by a global pandemic, but also address their customers’ 
evolving needs. 

At the same time, cyberattacks skyrocketed. In some 
industries attacks increased as much as 400%. Some of  
this increase is because cyberattacks have become 
automated. Hackers are able to go to the dark web, visit 
a malware merchandising site and purchase automated 
ransomware attacks for thousands of random IP address  
and targets. Launching this, of course, adds a massive strain 
on our networks. 

Even before the pandemic began, bad actors were finding 
new attack surfaces and continuing their assaults on all types 
of businesses, adapting their strategies, automating many 
of their attacks, and infusing AI to keep up with expanding 
targets. Tragically, one such attack turned deadly – according 
to Security Magazine, a patient was unable to receive 
lifesaving treatment after hackers disabled Düsseldorf 
University Hospital’s computer systems with ransomware, 
ultimately costing the patient her life.

Security Magazine also stated in their article that thankfully, 
“there is hope for the future. 34% of IT security teams 
across the globe have shared that they are in the process  
of implementing a zero-trust security model which can ease 
many of the challenges presented by a traditional network 
approach. Additionally, 60% of enterprises will be phasing 
out of VPNs in favor of zero trust network access by 2023”. 
This will create a big demand for knowledgeable security 
professionals at our partners’ businesses to help their 
customers with this transition. 

Zero Trust is a security concept centered on the belief that 
organizations should not automatically trust anything inside  
or outside its perimeters. Organizations must verify 
anything and everything trying to connect to its networks/
systems before granting access. Zero Trust utilizes security 
concepts and threat models that no longer assume that 
actors, systems or services operating from within the 

security perimeter should be trusted. Zero Trust conceptual 
understanding is paramount today, more than ever before, 
since the Solarwinds Orion Supply Chain attack came to 
light in December 2020. As we move into 2021, we need to 
continue to innovate and change the way we approach this 
rapidly increasing problem. We need to recognize that the 
work from home trend has evolved into a long-term remote 
workforce strategy. The legacy enterprise network is now 
extended to a new environment, the home. These likely 
unsecured settings bring many new vulnerabilities that we  
did not encounter at the legacy corporate network level.

 
 

continued on pg. 27
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Director, Security Solution 
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for growing the sales of security solutions 
through the Tech Data partner ecosystem. 
Chris’s teams include a telemarketing sales 
prospecting team, Security Vendor-Agnostic 
Business Development Managers, Security 
Services Sales Reps and Security Solution 
Practice Consultants who deliver the award-
winning Tech Data Security Practice Builder 
Partner Program to North American VARs, 
MSP’s and MSSPs.

Tech Data’s Cyber Range team continues to stay in front 
of innovation with service offerings like the Remote Home 
Secure assessments for remote workforces. The Cyber 
Range team has also developed Zero Trust training to help 
our partners understand how to work with their customers 
to implement these new strategies to move away from 
legacy security architectures to Zero Trust network access.

Brett Scott, Director, Security Training and Enablement  
at Tech Data, and the head of our Cyber Range, stated,  
“The Tech Data Cyber Range is a strong supporter of  
Zero Trust as part of an organization’s digital 
transformation. Zero Trust principals reflect today’s 
cybersecurity realities and ensure organizations are in  
a superior cybersecurity posture.”

In our Zero Trust training, the participants who complete this 
exercise will become skilled on the core principles  
of Zero Trust, be able to evaluate and plan for implementing 
or converting to a Zero Trust framework and most 
importantly, be able to monitor and deliver analytics of 
network/system disturbances.

To learn more about the Cyber Range’s  
Remote Home Secure assessment or Zero Trust 

training, visit Cyber Range website  
or contact Security Solutions website.

Give spear-phishing
attacks the hook.

Use real-time AI to block email threats with Barracuda Sentinel.Use real-time AI to block email threats with Barracuda Sentinel.

For more information, contact barracuda@techdata.com
Scan to learn more about Barracuda Sentinel.
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT: 
LEAH ORLANDI, VENDOR BUSINESS MANAGER

Q: What is your job title? Describe what you do at Tech Data. 

Orlandi: I’m a vendor business manager 
within Tech Data’s Security Vendor 
Management Division. I partner with  
my marketing manager, vendors and 
sales representatives to strategically 
position our vendors and their products 
in events, promotions and other 

activities to help our resellers effectively sell products  
to their end clients. 

Q: How does what you do provide value for our company, 
customers and vendors? 

Orlandi: I’m able to collaborate with different teams 
and departments within Tech Data. This gives me the 
opportunity to see where we can make improvements 
to further educate, provide resources and help our 
resellers grow their business.

Q: What do you enjoy most about working at Tech Data?

Orlandi: The culture is what originally drew me to 
Tech Data. I came from the financial services industry 
right down the road from Tech Data and heard by 
word of mouth about the values we stand for and the 
continuous growth of diversity and inclusion. I’ve been 
with Tech Data for a year now and plan on many  
more here! 

 

For more information, contact our team at  
checkpoint@techdata.com or 727-539-7429, ext. 5545036.
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Q: What’s one of the non-work-related goals you have  
been pursuing?

Orlandi: As a carryover from last year, I will continue 
keeping an active lifestyle with my family and close 
friends. I love new experiences, especially when I can 
share them with the people I hold close.

Q: If you could have dinner with anyone from history,  
who would it be and why? 

Orlandi: There are many historical figures I would 
genuinely want to meet or thank for bettering the 
world. If I had to pick, the one person that stands  
out would be Nikola Tesla. He led a difficult life filled 
with challenges (health and addiction to gambling)  
but was still able to contribute to a huge part of 
history. Mainly, I’d like to listen to the experimental 
station in Colorado Springs where he conducted 
experiments with a large coil producing artificial 
lightning and his unusual signals from Mars.

Q: What three items would you need with you if stranded  
on a deserted island?

Orlandi: In a dream world deserted island, I would just 
need music, food, and my family.

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT: LEAH ORLANDI, VENDOR BUSINESS MANAGER
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